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Introduction
What is an Employer Brand Voice?

An Employer Brand Voice is the personality, emotion, and tone that is set in all your employer  
communications. When you establish your Employer Brand Voice, it helps you achieve consistency 
across all points of external and internal communications, whether that be your social media 
channels, email marketing campaigns, or internal newsletters.

A strongly defined Employer Brand Voice will also help distinguish your organization from competitors 
and can improve your Recruitment Marketing efforts

In this tool, we will walk you through the steps to developing an Employer Brand Voice Guide for your 
organization, from how to find your Employer Brand voice, to how you can create a useful guide for 
anyone who handles Employer Brand communications at your organization.

What you will learn:

q Difference between Employer Brand Voice and Corporate Brand Voice
q Difference between Voice vs Tone 
q How to lead a Brainstorm Session & Tips for Success
q Creating an Employer Brand Voice Guide

q Brand Voice Chart
q Brand Voice Execution Chart
q Themes Chart
q Language Chart
q Examples Chart 
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Employer vs Corporate Voice 
While the contents of this tool can be applied to develop both your employer and corporate brand 
voice, it’s important to understand that there is a difference between the two, and that both voices 
serve a different audience.

Corporate Brand Voice
Corporate brand voice is used when you are communicating with clients – it’s the way your organization 
presents itself to the world, how you talk about your products and services, and how you share your 
organization’s mission, vision, and values. It’s the voice that’s used in your customer service, your brand 
materials, email campaigns, and advertisements.

Employer Brand Voice
Employer brand voice is used when communicating with potential candidates, and employees of the 
organization. While the mission, vision, and values should be aligned, the voice used when speaking as 
an employer is often different than the voice used to communicate with your customers. Therefore, be 
mindful of not to confuse your organization’s employer brand with your corporate brand.
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When to use a Corporate vs Employer Brand Voice?

Corporate Brand Employer Brand

Client Communications (Customer Service, Email 
Campaigns, Social Media)

Employer Communications (Internal 
Newsletters, Emails, Recruitment) 

Brand Advertisements Job Advertisements

Promotion Materials (Promotes company 
product/services)

Employer Brand Materials (Promotes the 
benefits of working for [your company])

Corporate Website Career Site/Page

Corporate Social Media Channels (i.e.
@EnvolStrategies) 

Career Social Media Channels (i.e.
@CareersAtEnvol)



Voice vs Tone
Brand Voice
Often brand voice gets confused with tone. To clearly define it, Brand Voice is the personality of the 
brand. It conveys a brands beliefs, values, and character. Voice is static and should stay consistent.

Brand Tone
On the other hand, tone is dynamic, and can change all the time. Tone is meant to give further context to 
what you’re writing, and can change based on factors such as:

• The situation the reader is in and how they found the content.
• If the subject is on a sensitive topic (Religion, Security, Politics,...).
• Delivering good news (Company achievements, Celebrations).
• Delivering bad news (Lay-offs, setbacks,...).

Keep in mind that these are just a few examples of how tone can change depending on the situation!
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Voice Tone

This describes your organization's 
personality, beliefs, values, and 
character. It’s static, consistent, and 
unchanging.

This is the emotion that is embedded 
into your voice. It’s dynamic, meant 
to give further context on what 
you’re communicating, and adjusts 
itself based on the situation. 

Vs.



Brainstorm Session
To develop your employer brand voice, start by running a brainstorm session with a group of 
colleagues. The purpose of a brainstorm session is to gather everyone’s ideas and observe how 
your organization's Employer Brand Voice is perceived.

Preparation 

• Before planning anything, you want to write down a list of questions that will help create a 
productive conversation among your team. Find below a list of possible questions to ask.

• Once you have your questions set, select a team of 4-6 colleagues who understands the brand 
and organization well to participate in the brainstorm. The better they understand the business, 
the more insight they can provide during the brainstorm.

• Send out the list of questions to your identified participants and give an action item for everyone 
to complete before meeting together – ask everyone to think about the questions and have 
answers ready beforehand. This will make the conversation more efficient. 

Guiding Questions
1. How would you describe [your company]? Use adjectives & aim to have at least 3-5 adjectives 

from each participant.

2. Why did our company start?

3. Why do people want to work with us? What triggers someone to apply to our company?

4. What are some characteristics and traits that embody [your company]?

5. What do we want out Employer Brand to make people feel?

6. What does our competition sound like? How can we differentiate?

7. What is another Employer Brand Voice we love?

8. If our brand was a celebrity, who would it be?

9. How do we want to talk about ourselves?

10. Who do we NOT want to be/what do we want to avoid? What are words, phrases, or jargon we 
want to avoid?
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Brainstorm Tips
Tips for Success:
• At the beginning of the brainstorm, define the problem and let the participants know why you 

called for the brainstorm. You can do so by stating the goal of the conversation, what your 
desired outcome is, and how this can help you/what will come out of this (Brand Voice Guide). 

• During the meeting, make sure that everyone gets a chance to speak and respond to each 
question. As a facilitator, you can go with the round table method, and call out each individual 
when it’s their turn to speak.

• During the meeting, keep notes and document everything that is being discussed! You’ll want to 
have a copy of what everyone said during the session. If it’s too much to facilitate and take 
notes at the same time, ask a colleague to assist with the note-taking!

• At the end of the brainstorm, revisit the adjectives that were used with your team and choose 
the top 10 that stood out together. Once the top 10 has been chosen, pick 5! You now have 
your key brand voice adjectives.
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Brand Voice Guide
After the Brainstorm
After the brainstorm session, give yourself some time to digest what was discussed during the 
conversation. Sometimes, what we expect our colleagues to say about our Brand Voice can be very 
different than what was actually said! 

To create an Employer Brand Voice guide for your organization, we’ve created several tables to 
guide you into documenting everything that came out of the brainstorm session. The first table we 
have created below will help you break down the Employer Brand Voice/Adjective’s that were 
chosen. Follow the example below and copy a new table for every voice!

Brand Voice Chart (Example)
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Voice Characteristic

Friendly

Description

As employers, we are friendly, warm and approachable.

Do

•Be personable
•Use encouraging language

Don’t

•Focus on negatives
•Sound like a robot
•Come off cold



Themes
What is a theme?
Theme is defined as “the subject of a talk, a piece of writing, a person’s thoughts, or an exhibition; 
a topic.” In the context of developing your Employer Brand Voice, a theme would be the key subject 
or topics that were brought up throughout the brainstorm session. The theme will help give further 
context to your Employer Brand Voice. Use the table example below to document to help break 
down identified themes. 
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Themes Descriptor

Authentic We are real humans at Envol. We’re 
approachable, genuine, and client focused. We 
care greatly about our people, our clients, and 
our communities. At the end of the day, we 
genuinely just want to do anything we can to 
help our clients.

Brand Voice Execution 

Conversational •Write in 1st & 2nd person (you, we)
•Use contraction words when it sounds more comfortable, but not 
in headings. Only body text (you’re instead of you are)
•Don’t be too informal or formal
•Write what you would say

Direct •Be straightforward
•Keep communications short, simple, to the point (avoid anything 
unnecessary)
•Don’t beat around the bush

Brand Voice Execution 
Include a chart following the example below and give a description and tips on how to execute 
and convey the different Brand Voices in your communications. This will help whoever uses your 
Brand Voice Guide to put it into practice!



Language & Examples
Why is language important?
Once you’ve defined your Employer Brand Voice, evaluating the type of language you want to use 
and which ones to avoid is important. Your brand language should reflect your brand voice. This will 
help with forming consistency in your communications. Use the Language Chart example below to 
start documenting the sort of language you want to use, and what you want to avoid in your 
organization’s communications! 

Language Chart
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Instead of... Use...

Inform Educate

Job Opportunity

Improve Optimize

Problem Challenge

Show Examples
This is an optional but recommended last step: add examples in your Brand Voice guide. Take 
content from old communications material, and rewrite it using the newly established brand voice 
guidelines you have just created! Incorporating a few examples in your Brand Voice guide will help 
colleagues understand how it will look like in practice.

Old vs New
Old Content Example New Example

We are currently seeking out an HR & Talent 
Coordinator.

Our team is GROWING, and we’re excited to 
be searching for a HR & Talent Coordinator! 



HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR 
EMPLOYER BRAND?

WE’RE HERE TO HELP!

Contact us today at 
hello@envolstrategies.com

envolstrategies.com • hello@envolstrategies.com • +1 778.650.0090


